July 5, 2011

Meeting Notes

- Weekly sprint for July 12 created. Open tickets for July 5th moved to this sprint.
- July 12 sprint is particularly heavy for Naomi. Some of the tickets like the Hypatia VM requests are currently being worked on by sys-admin team.
- Gould data modeling beginning today. Need to sync up the data modeling and fixture creation and ensure these are appropriately ticketed in JIRA.
- Yale will have a collection ready for modeling later this week on sul-brick. Hull will have a collection in approx. 2 weeks.
- Naomi needs to know the likely size of all of the collections for the demo app. We agreed that this figure will be approx. 200-300 MB per collection. Some collections will be bigger and some smaller but this is a good estimate. Michael to update size of Stanford collection by the end of this week.
  - This information is posted at https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/HYPAT/Collections+Inventory
- Mark will be working on ArchiveSpace project. Will stay involved with Hypatia but there will be increasing involvement of other DAs like Simon and Gretchen on the Hypatia-tech call when Mark isn't able to attend.
- Society of American Archivists meeting week of August 22. Heads up for the group that we will need to provide update to AIMS team about our progress with the Demo application and use this as an opportunity to set expectations for where we are likely to be with Hypatia at the end of Sept.